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WEEKENDER
 EDITOR'S NOTE

Memeology 
101

Today is just another Friday, 
or Fri-yay for those who get off 
work at human hours. But this 
month is surprisingly full of 
“special” days...

Did another year go by in a snap? 
Seems like ages though.
The pandemic has clearly left a 
lot of us in a bad shape, dents 
and scratches here and there. But 
through it all, our media industry, 
even through the gigantic...

Using memes for marketing isn’t 
something new. But a lot of brands 
don’t use them, who knows what 
they’re thinking. In a world driven 
by social media and memes...

04 What day is it 
today?

COVER STORY

A tweet this week reminded me of 
something I wrote over a decade ago.
Digital media have been the primary cause 
and the primary beneficiary of delusional 
thinking in marketing. The fascinating 
thing is that the cycle of delusion...

ICYMI: 
The Six Stages 
of Digital 
Delusion

16

18

07

Time to



“The deeper the 
truth in a creative 
work, the longer it 
will live.”
Charlie Chaplin, Comic

“Few people at the 
beginning of the 
nineteenth century 
needed an adman to 
tell them what they 
wanted.”
 John Kenneth Galbraith, Economist

“If no one hates it, no 
one really loves it.”
 Jessica Walsh, Founder of creative 
agency &Walsh

“If you text ‘I 
love you’ and the 
person writes 
back an emoji - no 
matter what that 
emoji is, they don’t 
love you back.”
Chelsea Peretti, Comedian, Writer, 
and Singer
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the uniqueness and differences 
of left-handed individuals. Man 
alive!

As a lefty I never felt the need 
for other people to celebrate my 
“uniqueness”, but I decided to 
look into the matter and found 
out that us lefties do have a few 
advantages over the “righties’’. 
We are apparently good at 
sports, creative work, and also 
recover from strokes faster than 
right-handed people (you can’t 
see but I’m doing a Don Vito 
Corleone shrug).  

I’m glad that the world 
around us celebrates so many 
differences, it’s the age of 

What 
day is it 
today?

Today is just another Friday, 
or Fri-yay for those who get off 
work at human hours.

But this month is surprisingly 
full of “special” days, 19 of them 
to be exact. I’m weird about this 
stuff, I keep a lookout because 
I’m married with a kid and God 
forbid if I forget a special day 
by chance, the day I forget it 
becomes another special day in 
my life (if you can’t relate, you 
are lucky with a capital L).

What strikes me hardest is 
that beside all the humanitarian 
and national days of importance, 
there is an International 
Lefthanders Day to celebrate 

https://www.graduatesengine.com/important-days-and-dates-in-august-2022/
https://www.graduatesengine.com/important-days-and-dates-in-august-2022/
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inclusivity after all. And not to 
make it sound ominous in any 
way, for stuff like “International 
Lefthanders Day”, it gives certain 
brands opportunities to do 
something different, take some 
advantage whilst establishing 
some goodwill.

I’m not kidding! Apparently, 
more than 2,500 left-handed 
people are killed every year from 
using products made for right-
handed people.

There’s evidence in a 1989 
paper titled “Left-Handedness 
and Accident-Related Injury 
Risk,” by Stanley Coren, an 
author and psychology professor 
at the University of British 
Columbia.

Weirdly enough, it kinda 
makes sense that in a world 
that was built for right-handed 
people, a left-handed minority 
forced to adapt might be more 
accident prone. Items from 

cars to even can openers are 
made with the comfort and 
functionality of those who are 
right-handed. I’ve failed to find 
any research supporting the 
claim about the deaths though.

My point is, since everyone’s 
so hyped about inclusivity 
nowadays (as they should’ve 
always been), I believe product-
based solutions by brands should 
revolve around catering for 
differences, and not just for us 
lefties.

Give that a thought over the 
weekend while we go and finish 
putting the finishing touches 
to our APPIES awards night, 
August 12th is about to rock your 
world!

Raihan Hadi
Chief Content Officer



https://uni.taylors.edu.my/future-movement/?utm_source=MarketingMag&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=2022_C3_TU_MarketingMag_Awareness_TFM&utm_term=MarketingMag&utm_content=TFM-LeaderboardBanner
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By Raihan Hadi

Time to

Did another year go by in a 
snap? Seems like ages though.

The pandemic has clearly left 
a lot of us in a bad shape, dents 
and scratches here and there. 
But through it all, our media 
industry, even through the 
gigantic amounts of suffering, 
has kept its head above the 
surface.

Now getting back up on its 
feet, the industry needs to hit 
that reset button, recharge itself, 
and bridge the gaps that have 

been created through the great 
disconnect we all keep talking 
about.

And so it’s only fitting that 
the MALAYSIAN MEDIA 
CONFERENCE (MMC), a 
proven landmark event for 
all media and marketing 
professionals to get everyone 
on the same page one day in 
the year, is back with an all 
new dazzle, with the promise 
to RESET - RECHARGE - 
RECONNECT.
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In recent history…
If you’re from around the 

neighbourhood, you’ll certainly 
remember that the MMC, 
like every other event, had to 
adapt during the pandemic 
before going into a year-long 
hibernation (for recharge 
purposes).

Back to the OG Style
In other words, the physical 

event itself. 
Over the years, we have 

tackled various timely topics 
and issues, ranging from media 
and marketing challenges in 
online, digital, mobile platforms, 
along with discussions on issues 
like media consolidation, best 
practices and industry debates 
featuring leading icons from 
the local, regional, and global 
markets.

But 2022 needed a facelift, as 
it bears tremendous significance 
for stakeholders of the industry, 
requiring them to gather and 
assist each other to bounce back 
from the unparalleled challenges 
we’ve been smacked in the face 
with.

The MMC Tuesdays were 
not only embraced by everyone 
in the industry as the perfect 
solution for a virtual MMC 
where instead of being glued 
to the screen for the whole day, 
delegates and panellists spent 
2 hours every Tuesday, during 
November, 2020, and aired live 
on our Facebook page.

Besides relentlessly shaping 
the recovery of the media 
industry, we went a few miles 
further to come in aid of our 
fellow Malaysians by donating 
half of the total delegates fees to 
MERCY Malaysia.

... But 2022 needed 
a facelift, as it bears 
tremendous significance 
for stakeholders of 
the industry, requiring 
them to gather and 
assist each other to 
bounce back from the 
unparalleled challenges 
we’ve been smacked in 
the face with...
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Though we have been left 
vulnerable by the pandemic, this 
year we have a unique window 
of opportunity to shape the 
recovery of our industry.

MMC 2022 will offer insights 
from experts to help inspire the 
media and marketing industries 
to determine the future state 
of Malaysia’s communication 
landscape.

By hosting the grand 
gathering for the 16th Malaysian 
Media Conference, 2022 is 
officially initiating Reset, 
Recharge, Reconnect.

It goes without saying that 
the ways in which the media and 
marketing industries used to 
operate has been changed forever 
since the pandemic, along with 
the ways in which consumers 
behave.

MMC 2022 will Reset the way 
in which our industries operate, 
and help pivot mindsets to 
understand and operate along 
with the changes that are yet to 
appear.
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The surge in technological 
advancements is a marvel, and 
MMC 2022 will feature experts 
presenting cutting-edge tech 
solutions for our industries, 
discussing the various aspects 
of their use and ways forward 
– exactly the kind of Recharge 
that’s been needed for a while.

Not to mention the event itself 
will recharge the participants in 
their drive for excellence.

MMC 2022 will Reconnect 
the major disconnect between 
media agencies and their clients 
brought forth by Covid-19 
through networking and panel 
discussions.

SPEAKERS & PANELISTS... The surge in 
technological 
advancements is a 
marvel, and MMC 2022 
will feature experts 
presenting cutting-edge 
tech solutions for our 
industries, discussing 
the various aspects...

Prof. Harmandar Singh, CEO 
+ Founder, MARKETING 
Magazine Asia

Harmandar Singh, or 
better known as Ham, has 
been in marketing and brand 
communications for almost 30 
years. He has created almost 400 
commercials and won over 50 
local and international creative 
awards. 

Ham has been a Creative 
Director for as long as he can 
remember.. Even after leaving 
advertising, he applies creativity 
every day in his life.

Ham is also the author of 
Rainmaker, his story about 
making brands and people 
famous and furious for three 
decades.
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Sheila Shanmugam, Chief 
Executive Officer, Mindshare 
Group Malaysia

Sheila is a turn-around 
specialist with a strong business 
acumen in setting the mission 
and strategic direction for 
agency and Client businesses 
simultaneously. She began as 
a Client in marketing and sales 
during her initial career, and 
soon took an interest in media, 
since then there’s been no 
turning back for her. 

Sheila launched m/SIX 
Malaysia to serve the needs 
of local MNC, GLCs and 
local businesses. Networking, 
partnering startups to build 
businesses from ground zero 
and new business development 
with a hit rate of almost 100% 
conversion are successes 
attributed to the team that Sheila 
leads. 

As a result of her tremendous 
success, Sheila was promoted in 

2021 with an expanded role of 
managing 4 agency brands under 
Mindshare Group Malaysia. 
In her new remit, Sheila is 
responsible for Mindshare, m/
SIX, OPENMIND and NEO.

Kenny Ong, Chief Executive 
Officer, Astro Radio

Kenny is the CEO of Astro 
Radio, Malaysia’s no. 1 radio 
network, and Rocketfuel 
Entertainment, a media & 
entertainment, record label, and 
talent management company. In 
addition, he is also the Director 
of Astro Media Solutions, 
spearheading integrated media 
solutions, driving advertising 
revenue and Adex share across 
Astro Group’s media properties.

Kenny is also serving as 
Chairman, Communications 
and Multimedia Content Forum 
(CMCF). 

Having held top positions 
in companies such as Universal 
Music Group, the Recording 
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Industry Association of 
Malaysian (RIM), Unilever 
Network, Takaful Ikhlas Sdn 
Bhd, CNI Holdings Berhad, and 
ICC Consultants, Kenny has a 
huge amount of experience in 
organization design, organization 
effectiveness, business plan 
implementation, performance 
management, recruitment 
and selection, competency 
modelling, remuneration policy 
development, professional 
career ladder development, 
and leadership & management 
development.

Stanley Clement, Chief 
Executive Officer, Mediabrand 
Content Studio

Stanley leads a team of 
180 creative young minds 
across Mediabrands Content 
Studio (MBCS), a unit of IPG 
Mediabrands, which brings 
about the best of creative 
offerings across Mediabrands 
including Ensemble Worldwide 

and Reprise Creative. 
Stanley leads the charge 

at MBCS with an ambition 
to change the face of content 
through a data-driven practice 
built on the intelligence and 
insight that media provides, 
to connect brands with people 
in the most compelling and 
personalised way.

Stanley is an integral part 
of the Mediabrands executive 
committee. Heading up MBCS 
today, Stanley’s focus is on 
creating content strategies for 
Mediabrands Malaysia clients 
across three emerging categories: 
branded content opportunities 
with media partners, digital 
content that drives performance 
and engagement, and brand 
fuelled long and short-form 
original content.

Weldon Fung, Social Solutions 
Lead, Southeast Asia, Meltwater

Weldon leads Meltwater’s 
Social Solutions across Southeast 
Asia. Having spent over a decade 
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in the business he has worked 
with PR and Marketing leaders 
across APAC. 

He believes technology in 
AI and social data can give 
organisations and businesses the 
edge in business decisions. He’s 
excited for the future of media 
but also believes that we must 
ensure how we can use it for 
good.

innovation, transformation, 
esports, corporate innovation 
and incubator, OTT and digital 
video content distribution. 

His desire to keep steering 
the society and nation towards 
digital excellence has been 
recognised amongst the industry 
experts and collaborators. In 
2020, he was elected as the 
President of the Malaysia Digital 
Association (MDA), a platform 
that represents digital companies 
and entrepreneurs with a mission 
to be the leading industry 
voice in shaping the growth of 
Malaysia’s digital economy. 

Nicholas began his 
involvement in the media and 
digital space during its steady 
rise in the country, Now, he is 
not only considered a veteran 
of the multimedia industry, but 
he is entrusted with helming 
Rev Media Group as the 
Chief Operating Officer. Rev 
Media represents over 40 top 
digital authority brands with 
an extensive digital content 
distribution network that reaches 
more than 15 million people each 
month in Malaysia. 

In 2021, despite the economic 
situation, Rev Media achieved 
RM100 million in revenue, its 
best year financial performance.

Nicholas Sagau, Chief Operating 
Officer, Rev Media Group

Nicholas Sagau is a renowned 
Malaysian specialist and leader 
in the digital technology arena, 
and a highly sought-after 
industry speaker or moderator at 
national and international level 
conferences. 

His subject of conferences 
and networking often revolves 
around areas of digital product, 
content, marketing and 
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8:30 AM
REGISTRATION

9:00 AM
WELCOME SPEECH BY PROF. HARMANDAR SINGH
MARKETING MAGAZINE

9:15 AM
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION BY SHEILA SHANMUGAM
CEO, MINDSHARE GROUP MALAYSIA

10:15 AM
COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING

10:45 AM
THE RISE OF THE CREATOR ECONOMY - HOW IS IT SHAPING 
CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR
WELDON FUNG - SOCIAL SOLUTIONS LEAD, SEA
MELTWATER 

11:45 AM
CREATING HIGH IMPACT PERSONALISED CX STRATEGIES 
FOR CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AND RETENTION
MODERATOR: SHASANKH BHATT
DIGITAL GROWTH & STRATEGY CONSULTANT - NETCORE 
SOLUTIONS
PANEL MEMBERS:
ZALMAN ZAINAL - CMO, HONG LEONG BANK
CHEN CHOW - CO FOUNDER, FAVE
*Panelists are being confirmed as we publish

12:45 PM
LUNCH BREAK

2:00 PM
THE ART OF BEING STUPID
STANLEY CLEMENT
CEO - MEDIABRANDS CONTENT STUDIO

2:45 PM
PRESENTATION BY NICHOLAS SAGAU
COO - REV MEDIA GROUP

3:30 PM
COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING

4:15 PM
MANEUVERING THROUGH A CROWDED MEDIA LANDSCAPE
KENNY ONG
CEO - ASTRO RADIO, ROCKETFUEL & ASTRO MEDIA 
SOLUTIONS

5:00 PM
PROGRAMMATIC DOOH STEPS INTO THE MAINSTREAM
MODERATOR: SRIKANTH RAMACHANDRAN
FOUNDER & GROUP CEO - MOVING WALLS
PANEL MEMBERS:
KIRON KESAV - CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, OMG
*Panelists are being confirmed as we publish

6:00 PM
END OF CONFERENCE

Shashank Bhatt, Client Growth 
Advisor, Netcore Cloud

Shashank is a seasoned 
Martech professional with over 
10 years of experience in the 
field. 

He is well versed with 
improving customer engagement, 
conversions and providing 
personalization platforms to his 
partners. He is also a certified 
Salesforce, Hubspot and Adobe 
professional.

He is currently leading 
Netcore’s business in the region 
and working with brands to 
boost their digital footprint.

To MMC or not to MMC?
If you’re a believer in the 

changes that the MMC has been 
making to the media industry 
over the years, you should 
definitely get in touch with us by 
simply clicking here.

In case you aren’t, we suggest 
you come over and see how we 
can help.

*Subject to change

24th August, 2022

https://marketingmagazine.com.my/mmc2022/


THE ONLY 
BOOK YOU

NEED TO READ 
THIS YEAR.

ORDER NOW

https://marketingmagazine.com.my/shop/uncategorized/made-in-future-a-story-of-marketing-media-and-content-for-our-times/
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A tweet this week reminded 
me of something I wrote over a 
decade ago.

Digital media have been the 
primary cause and the primary 
beneficiary of delusional thinking 
in marketing. The fascinating 
thing is that the cycle of delusion 
has been going on for well 
over 10 years and we still don’t 
recognize it.

Here are the 6 stages of digital 
delusion: 

1. The Miracle Is Acknowledged: It 
may be blockchain or VR, 
3D printing or Pokemon Go. 
Whatever it is, it is going to 
“change everything.” It will 

ICYMI: 
The Six 
Stages of 
Digital 
Delusion 

be the focus of hysterical 
attention in the trade press 
and will often find its way 
into the business section of the 
newspaper.

2. The Big Success: A company 
somewhere reports a success. 
This is where the danger 
starts. The success is plastered 
all over every trade magazine, 
“normalized”, and analyzed at 
every conference. It is “proof” 
that the miracle is real. 
3. Experts Are Hatched: Clever 
snake-oil salesmen gather up 
a Powerpointful of cliches 
and bullshit, march it around 
from conference to conference. 
They write articles, and even 

https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com
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books, on how not to be “left 
behind.”

4. The Bandwagon Rolls: Everyone 
who knows nothing is 
suddenly asking the 
marketing department, “what 
is our (millennial, content, 
metaverse) strategy?” Fearing 
that she will be thought 
insufficiently trendy, every 
CMO is suddenly looking for 
an agency that is expert at 
(millennials, content, metaverse.)

5. Reality Rears Its Ugly Head: The 
numbers dribble in. Shit...
people are ignoring our 
miracle by the billions. Proxy 
metrics are invented to hide 
the fact that the miracle is 
mostly worthless chitchat.

6. The Back-Pedaling Begins: “Well, 
it’s just part of an integrated 
program...” say the former 
zealots. The experts start 
blaming the victims, “Hey, 
we never promised...We told 
you you had to...” yadda, 
yadda, yadda... This cycle has 
repeated itself so many times 
that it’s comical. 

Which reminds me... 
...what the hell ever happened 
to “the conversation?” Oh, and 
please like this on Facebook.

Bob Hoffman 
is author of 
"Advertising 
For 
Skeptics", 
"BadMen: 
How 
Advertising 
Went From 
A Minor 

Annoyance To A Major Menace" 
and several other books about 
advertising.

... A company 
somewhere 
reports a 
success. This 
is where the 
danger starts. 
The success 
is plastered 
all over every 
trade magazine, 
“normalized”, 
and analyzed 
at every 
conference. It is 
“proof” that the 
miracle is real... 

https://www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com
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Memeology 101
By Adonymous

Using memes for marketing 
isn’t something new. But a lot 
of brands don’t use them, who 
knows what they’re thinking.

In a world driven by social 
media and memes, I guess many 
people still haven’t grasped the 
full potential of memes yet. Some 
might think it’s not a fit for their 
brand image, others might simply 
be ignorant.

Memes (derived from the 
Greek word, mimema) are usually 
images with text, videos, GIFs, 
or just pieces of text, typically 
humorous in nature, and are 
copied and spread rapidly by 
internet users, often with slight 
variations - all over the world.

Businesses are always trying 
to keep up with changing cultural 
landscapes by adjusting to the 
tastes and preferences of their 
target market. Given that the 
target markets for a majority of 
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businesses around the world are 
experiencing a shift from the older 
generations to millennials and 
Gen Z’s, it only makes sense for 
them to adopt a style of marketing 
that they have already embraced 
and are attracted to.

And what’s the one thing that 
these segments love? Memes!

Memes have become such a 
vital part of marketing strategies 
for brands nowadays that even 
businesses like Adobe use them, 
not just to launch a product but 
turn a profit as well.

How a meme created a global 
sensation

Remember Salt Bae? Nusret 
Gökçe, nicknamed Salt Bae, is 
a Turkish butcher, chef, food 
entertainer and restaurateur 
whose technique for preparing 
and seasoning meat became an 
Internet meme in January 2017. 
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Nusret aka Salt Bae

In a matter of days, the meme 
became a sensation, which 
caused, as of 2021, his chain 
of luxury steak houses “Nusr-
Et” having branches in Turkey, 
Greece, the United States, the 
United Kingdom, the United 
Arab Emirates, Qatar, and Saudi 
Arabia.

Sneaky Branding in Memes
A lot of businesses tend to 

sneak in their brands in memes 
and get results.

Here are a few for instance:

And why not?
Seriously, why won’t you use 

memes for marketing? Besides 
being a cost-effective and time-
saving solution to promote your 
brand, memes are, as mentioned 
earlier - relatable.

All you need to do is pick a 
relatable problem, aggravate that 
problem, and target it all to your 
audience and see it unfold in 
ways you never imagined.

Memes are definitely cool, 
and being cool to their target 
audience can only help increase 
a brand’s value by creating that 
sense of belongingness that may 
have been absent.

So go ahead, start exploring - 
sky’s the limit.Lipton

Ruffles

Jimmy John’s

Zomato



6.00PM | GRAND BALLROOM, EASTIN HOTEL | www.appies.com.my

AUGUST 12 
WILL NOT BE LIKE 

AUGUST 12

https://marketingmagazine.com.my/shop/marketing/the-appies-malaysia-2022-marketing-campaigns-festival/
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